
t-1I.i Hosts (ieorgist Panel 
at Socialist Scholars Conference 

The Henry George School sponsored a lively panel at the 1994 
Socialist Scholars Conference on April 3rd, once again held at the 
Borough of Manhattan Community College. The theme of this 
year's conference, which featured over 70 presentations, was "The 
Chickens Come Home to Roost: the Price of Neoliberalism." 
Participants in the School's panel, which was titled "Marx vs. Gorge. 
in Deindustrial America: Radicalism and Relevance," were HGS 
Executive Director George Collins and Assistant Director Lindy 

'\ Davies, and two prominent scholars sympathetic to the School's 
, position on rent as public revenue, Dr. Michael Hudson, author of 

The Lost Tradition of Biblical Debt Cancellations and Robert Fitch, 
author of The Assassination of New York. Connections and arrange-
ments came byway of Dr. Hudson, who felt that the Henry George 
School should be heard, if for no other reason than "No other panel 
in the entire conference dealt with economic issues!" Socialist 
scholars have for some years been focusing on other ramifications 
of class struggle, particularly in the areas of sociology, aesthetic 
theory and feminist issues. Dr. Hudson sees a telling irony in the fact 
that the Henry George School was the only sponsor he and Fitch 
could find for presenting their economic analysis. 

The panel was chaired by &orge Collins, who introduced the 
speakers, and fielded questions. Lindy Davies, NY-HGS Assistant 
Director, spoke first, reviewing George's basic remedy, and making 
the case that its most complete application, in today's increasingly 
international economy, is on an international scale (See "The Land 
for the People - of the World" in our last issue.) 

Next up was Michael Hudson, who showed (antinu Ion pagesiz) 
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that the surpluses from land and other monopolies are the fuel 
for a rapacious and ultimately destructive financial system. 
Modern society has forgotten the distinction  made in Medieval 
Canon Law between productive andtunproductive (usurious) 
loans,' he argues. Debtor countries all over the world pay interest 
on loans that cannot be expected to be repaid - except by selling off 
their natural resources and public enterprises. This widens the 
polarization of rich and poor. Indeed, Hudson showed how most 
of the jobs created in our economy in the past twenty years have 
been in fields that produce no new wealth but merely transfer 
existing wealth. 

Finally, Robert Fitch delivered a provocative paper, arguing 
that the methodology of the classical economists, culminating in the 
insights of George and Marx, is far more relevant to the economic 

'dilemmas of our time than anything that has come out of the 
"neoclassical" school, whose attempt to avoid all proscriptive bias 
has rendered its analysis impotent. "George's time," Fitch said, 
"has come again." 

The panel generated considerable interest and discussion. The 
school's Sunday afternoon time slot was shared with fifteen other 
panels, yet over 25 people gathered to hear it - and the question-and-
answer period went on well beyond the scheduled closing time. It 
seemed that economic theory is not a dead topic among socialist 
scholars after all. 


